
YouTube - getting found online
Mastermind

FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.



Thumbnail Production Tips

Dos and Don'ts

High quality image 2-3 Simple elements- visible when shrunk 

Do make a custom thumbnail try to resist simply grabbing a

still from the video - so take a few photos when you're filming

Use your face  connect as a human - show an emotion - is it

surprise, a frown, excitement or intrigue?

Use your eyes to either connect with the video viewer or to

'point' to the subject matter 

Make it pop  use vibrancy and increase colour saturation in

your images (your smart phone can help here) and bold up or

outline your text too

Consistency but not all the same - your thumbnails should

make your brand cognisable, but each are different

Use text sparingly try using just three words - no more than

six. Don't simply copy and past your video title

Avoid the YouTube timestamp  - don't put things in bottom

right hand corner



A well-ranking video with the best thumbnail will

eventually overtake the other videos...
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YouTube Thumbnails

What makes a good thumbnail?
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Make video that answers a question or solves a genuine

problem, or is entertaining.

Remember, when a potential viewer is looking for

answers on YouTube, it's the title that gets your video

found in search and thumbnail that will gain the click.

Use the keyword in the title, and place it early (e.g.

'Massage Guns - do they work?'  as opposed to 'My

review of using a massage gun for aches and pains')

Increase the number of click-throughs with numbers,

intrigue or emotion (e.g. lists, saving best tip 'till last)

Test out the headline with a free tool:

https://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer

YouTube Titles

What makes a good video title?

 



When you're launching, don't launch with one video,

launch with 3 or more - but stagger them by 48 hours to

help with 'view velocity'.

Observe early on which videos are watched the most,

and make more of those kinds of videos. Stay on topic

It's ok to ask people to subscribe! Tell them who you are,

the value you can offer, and why the viewer should

subscribe.

If during a video, you've just given an enormous moment

of value - put a call to subscribe then ('if you're liking

this, remember to click that red button').

Use a hook to get people to watch 'till the end - watch

time will help the algorithm (YouTube will show to more

viewers in search feed). Click and Stick.

Put your keyword in the first sentence of your video to

help the tube bots.

The first 100 subscribers needs a little time and effort, so

embrace the challenge and enjoy making the videos.

Observe the feedback and encourage comments.

Setting Goals for YouTube Growth

Getting your first 100 Subscribers


